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Mademoiselle Baudelaire - Yslaire
2021-09-22T00:00:00+02:00
Baudelaire: poète maudit, enfant terrible, lyric
genius, crippling perfectionist. Bereft of a father
at age five, he spent his days squandering the
former's fortune on prostitutes and paintings,
opium and alcohol, finery and laundry bills for
his impeccably white dandy's collars. He loved a
woman and gave her syphilis. This is her story.
Muse, mulatto, mistress, mystery... little was
known of Jeanne in her day, and even less
remembered since. Yslaire pays tribute to a
brimstone-and-hellfire affair from the annals of
literature, two misunderstood souls who in their
mutual misunderstanding afforded each other
what little solace they found in life.
Lire - 1999-07
The Grémillet Sisters - Volume 1 - Sarah's Dream
- Di Gregorio Giovanni
2020-07-15T00:00:00+02:00
Being sisters is never easy. But when you're as
different as Sarah, Cassiopeia, and Lucille, it's
even harder! The first is haunted by recurring
dreams, the second lives with her head in the
clouds, and the last spends most of her time with
her cat. Then one day they discover a mysterious
photo of their mother pregnant. Where was it
taken, and who is the baby? And most
importantly, why was this photo hidden away in
the depths of the attic? To find out, they'll have
to venture into the tangled forest of the
Grémillet family secrets!
Ombres et lumière - Unkaku Koyama
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2015-10-08
Par une équipe de mangakas japonais, une
méthode ludique et efficace pour dessiner ses
propres mangas.
Pokémon Adventures (Gold and Silver) Hidenori Kusaka 2011-08-02
Adventures inspired by the best-selling Pokémon
video games! All your favorite Pokémon game
characters jump out of the screen into the pages
of this action-packed manga! Gold discovers
what Silver's mission is and uncovers the secret
identity of the masked man. A massive battle is
about to begin in the Ilex Forest, and the
Legendary Pokémon and the Pokédex holders
will all be there. In the midst of chaos, what will
Gold do?!
Wanted Lucky Luke - Matthieu Bonhomme
2021-04-09T00:00:00+02:00
Riding peacefully along a western trail, Lucky
Luke is suddenly ambushed by an unknown
assailant. After a quick gunfight, the cowboy
loses his mysterious attacker, but happens upon
a lone wagon beset by Apache raiders. Another
quick fight later, Luke is surprised to find that
the occupants of the wagon are three lovely
young women! Three sisters on their way to
start a new life, and who all find the lonesome
cowboy ... quite interesting.
Shadow and Light - Parris Quinn 2012-11-01
After the light of day, some people like to
unwind in the shadow and let out steam in
unusual ways. One man likes to be his woman's
slave, one woman dares her boyfriend to watch
as she services a group of bankers, another gets
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a leash on her collar and lets her animal
instincts run wild in front of her lover's camera.
Shadow & Light is a beautifully rendered erotic
comic and the first in an exciting series.
Le mur - Florent Germaine 2011
Dixième d'une série de quatorze tomes qui
examine les destins contrastés qui s'offrent à
une femme selon les choix moraux qu'elle
décidera d'effectuer. Jeune étudiante
américaine, Helen s'amourache d'un guérillero
et participe à un hold-up qui finit dans la
violence. Elle parvient toutefois à s'en tirer pour
fuir en Grande-Bretagne où elle s'occupe
d'humanitaire. Mais 17 ans plus tard, cette
affaire refait surface et quelqu'un d'autre risque
de payer à sa place si elle ne se dénonce pas.
[SDM].
Bleach, Vol. 55 - Tite Kubo 2013-02-05
The peace is suddenly broken when warning
sirens blare through the Soul Society. Residents
there are disappearing without a trace, and
nobody knows who’s behind it. Meanwhile, a
dark shadow is also extending itself toward
Ichigo and his friends in Karakura Town... -- VIZ
Media
Livres de France - 2009
Includes, 1982-1995: Les Livres du mois, also
published separately.
Hunter x Hunter - Yoshihiro Togashi 2000-03-17
Bookhunter - Jason Shiga 2007
The year is 1973. A priceless book has been
stolen from the Oakland Public Library. A crack
team of Bookhunters (aka. library police) have
less than three days to recover the stolen item.
It's a race against the clock as our heroes use
every tool in their arsenal of library equipment
to find the book and the mastermind who stole
it.
Les Mythics T11 - Philippe Ogaki 2020-12-02
Le second cycle se clôture pour Les Mythics ! Il
est temps pour nos héros de se rencontrer tous
les six et d'unir leurs forces pour nous entraîner
dans un épisode tragique et spectaculaire ! Nos
héros sont parvenus à libérer Gaïa.
Malheureusement, sans le savoir, ils ont rendu
dans le même temps sa liberté au Chaos, retenu
prisonnier lui aussi. Le Mal tente alors d'en
prendre le contrôle et un combat s'engage avec
la Tour Eiffel pour témoin. Mais nul ne peut
contrôler le Chaos et le Mal en paie le prix fort.
le-dessin-de-manga-tome-10-ombres-et-lumia-res-tr

Le Chaos est alors libre de détruire la Terre.
Que pourront faire les Mythics ?
The Devil's Playground - Nan Goldin
2008-03-26
The most significant book to date on this
influential contemporary photographer.
Super Tone Techniques - Unkaku Koyama
2002
Information and techniques for adding, Manga
style, tone.
Lets Draw Manga - Tadashi Ozawa 2005-05-01
Provides step-by-step instructions for drawing
manga characters, focusing on creating realistic
bodies and movements, and using facial features
and body positioning to portray emotions.
Sketching Manga-style: Sketching to plan Hikaru Hayashi 2007
This volume offers a brand-new "sketching to
plan" tin can crammed full of sketching
fundamentals for you to use when creating your
own manga, as well as suggestions and ideas to
help your artwork improve. This book is a
brilliantly condensed can of artwork, jam-packed
with a wide range of styles, ranging from
renditions that are realistic without being
slavishly naturalisitc to stylized "abstracted" and
"exxagerated" renditions.
Brindille - Frederic Brremaud 2021-05-11
A frail young girl flees a roaring forest fire in the
middle of the night desperately taking refuge in
a cave where she quickly loses consciousness.
She wakes up in a strange, tiny village populated
by fairy-like creatures. Her hosts seem intrigued
by the sparkles of light that seem to surround
her. The village chieftain explains that one of
their hunters found her passed out in the forest
and brought her back here for treatment. He
asks who she is, but she remembers nothing
except for a wall and flames. The chief is baffled
by her tale as there has not been any fire in the
forest lately, and yet the young woman does
indeed show signs of burns. Somewhat
recovered and dressed in woodland clothes
made by the villagers, the young lady asks to
meet the hunter who found her in the forest. She
asks her savior to take her to where he found
her, hoping that seeing the place will restore her
memory. But Meliss refuses -- the rules of the
village say that only hunters can enter the
forest, and all of the sparkles surrounding the
girl would catch the eyes of predators living in
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these woods... What follows is a tale of
discovery, magic, tragedy, and adventure, as the
girl discovers powers that may or may not be
borne of an ancient evil. She befriends a
cunning, talking wolf along the way, and
together the two set out on a journey that will
not soon be easily forgotten. A beautifully
illustrated, magical fairy tale sure to appeal to
young teens and up, created by the awardwinning team behind the world-renowned LOVE
series of wordless wildlife graphic novels.
Genkaku Picasso, Vol. 3 - Usamaru Furuya
2012-04-09
Once a loner, Hikari "Picasso" Hamura has
helped so many people that he finds himself
surrounded by friends! Picasso's going to need
them as he faces his most difficult "portrait" yet.
It's easy to deal with other people's problems.
But when you have to face your own... -- VIZ
Media
Les Mythics T16 - Philippe Ogaki 2022-08-24
Shade laisse les commandes au Mal pour
éliminer définitivement nos héros ! Grâce à
Méduse, le péché d'orgueil, il piège les Mythics
dans le labyrinthe d'un jeu télévisé infernal où,
privés de leurs pouvoirs et à la merci des votes
des téléspectateurs, ils devront redoubler
d'intelligence et de solidarité pour en sortir
vivants et confronter celui qui tire les ficelles de
ces attaques incessantes.
Les Livres disponibles - 2003
Issued in 2 parts: pt.1 Auteurs and pt. 2 Titres.
God the Invisible King - Herbert George Wells
1917
Same Difference - Nozomu Hiiragi 2012-06
From their offices high in a corporate skyscaper,
alpha males Ozaki and Tsuburaya make all the
girls swoon. Ozaki is known for his irresistible
pheromones, while Tsuburaya ia a noble, worldly
genius. But when these two rivals end up in a
bed together, who will prove to be top dog? It's
seme vs. seme -- and much more than pride's on
the line!
Jujutsu Kaisen 0 - Gege Akutami 2021-01-05
Yuta Okkotsu is a nervous high school student
who is suffering from a serious problem—his
childhood friend Rika has turned into a Curse
and won't leave him alone. Since Rika is no
ordinary Curse, his plight is noticed by Satoru
Gojo, a teacher at Jujutsu High, a school where
le-dessin-de-manga-tome-10-ombres-et-lumia-res-tr

fledgling exorcists learn how to combat Curses.
Gojo convinces Yuta to enroll, but can he learn
enough in time to confront the Curse that haunts
him? -- VIZ Media
Mastering Manga with Mark Crilley - Mark
Crilley 2012-02-08
It's THE book on manga from YouTube's most
popular art instruction Guru! There's more to
manga than big, shiny eyes and funky hair. In
these action-packed pages, graphic novelist
Mark Crilley shows you step-by-step how to
achieve an authentic manga style—from drawing
faces and figures to laying out awesome, highdrama spreads. You'll learn how a few basic
lines will help you place facial features in their
proper locations and simple tricks for getting
body proportions right. Plus, you'll find
inspiration for infusing your work with
expression, attitude and action. This is the book
fans have been requesting for years, packed with
expert tips on everything from hairstyles and
clothing to word bubbles and sound effects,
delivered in the same friendly, easy-to-follow
style that has made Mark Crilley one of the "25
Most Subscribed to Gurus on YouTube." Take
this opportunity to turn the characters and
stories in your head into professional-quality art
on the page! Packed with everything you need to
make your first (or your best-ever) manga
stories! • 30 step-by-step demonstrations
showing how to draw faces and figures for a
variety of ages and body types • Inspirational
galleries featuring 101 eyes, 50 ways to draw
hands, 40 hairstyles, 12 common expressions, 30
classic poses and more! • Tutorials to create a
variety of realistic settings • Advanced lessons
on backgrounds, inking, sequencing and layout
options
Fairy Tail: 100 Years Quest 4 - Hiro Mashima
2020-06-02
Has FAIRY TAIL been taken down by the White
Mage?! An urgent message arrives from Juvia to
Natsu and the rest of the gang, who already
have their hands full with a town that turns out
to be the work of the Wood Dragon God Alderan.
Now pulled between the capture of their fellow
FAIRY TAIL compatriots and their encounter
with one of the five great dragon gods, they
must wrestle with two difficult questions: Do
they turn back on their hard-fought journey? And
what is the White Mage really after…?
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Naruto, Vol. 52 - Masashi Kishimoto
2011-09-05
Sasuke, Sakura and Naruto finally meet, as the
former classmates' complicated past gives way
to a violent and unsure future. Naruto realizes
he must eventually battle Sasuke one-on-one...to
the death! But with Sasuke and his dark allies
bent on complete destruction, and political
intrigue in the villages, will the powerful Allied
Shinobi Forces allow the two "friends" to meet in
battle?! -- VIZ Media
Zaroff - Sylvain Runberg 2019-08-21
1937: An island somewhere in the middle of the
ocean, which Count Zaroff has chosen as his new
hunting ground. He's tired of hunting the usual
game — animals are far too easy to kill. He has
set himself the supreme challenge: a prey that is
both dangerous and unpredictable, in fact the
only prey worth hunting — people. But when the
Count brings down a Mafia boss, the "family"
lands on the island looking for revenge.
Suddenly, the roles are reversed and the Count
finds himself being hunted. To make matters
worse, the Mafiosi have kidnapped the Count's
sister and her children and brought them to the
island. If Zaroff doesn't find them soon, they'll all
be killed. And he'll be next.
Telemachus 1. In Search of Ulysses - Kid
Toussaint 2019-01-23T00:00:00+01:00
Ulysses, mythical hero and king of Ithaca, left
years ago to fight in the Trojan War. He never
came home. His son, Telemachus, an impatient
and immature prince who is as clumsy as he is
ambitious, decides to go looking for him. On the
way, he meets the hot-headed princess
Polycaste, who helps him in his perilous
adventure full of vengeful gods and terrifying
monsters. Will the winds be favorable to them?
Is It Wrong to Try to Pick Up Girls in a
Dungeon?, Vol. 3 (light novel) - Fujino Omori
2015-08-18
I've got my eye on you... With the help of his new
supporter Lilliluka, novice adventurer Bell
Cranell is making progress deeper into the
Dungeon. With new equipment and new allies,
he thinks things are finally starting to go his
way...but he's dead wrong! Bell's in a panic,
Lilliluka's being cryptic, and Hestia's drunk! The
trouble never seems to end in this third volume
of the hit comedy-fantasy series!
Canis: Dear Hatter, Volume 2 - ZAKK 2022-11-01
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Kutsuna and his crew's showcase at New York
Fashion Week was a huge success. While there,
Ryou encounters an old friend of his -Chase- who
informs him that the mob boss he thought was
dead is still alive. Hoping to face his past, Ryou
decides to stay behind in America, meaning
Katsuna would now be on the other side of the
planet. On the outside, Katsuna seems perfectly
calm on his own in Tokyo, but beneath the
surface...
How to Render - Scott Robertson 2014
Explains how the human brain interprets the
visual world around us, as well as the subject of
visually communicating the form of an object in
easy to understand lessons through the use of
drawings, photography, and more.
Rose Royal - Nicolas Mathieu 2022-02-08
From the Goncourt Prize–winning author of And
Their Children After Them, a devilishly smart
noir novella that finds uncomfortable truths in
the everyday about romance, violence, and
women’s desire and desirability. Nearing fifty,
with a divorce and a string of other failed
relationships behind her, Rose has given up on
the idea of love, if not sex—though that always
comes with risks. Determined not to let another
man hurt her, she even ordered a .38 caliber
handgun after an argument with her latest
boyfriend almost turned violent. Now she carries
it everywhere, just in case. As if on autopilot,
Rose spends her days at work and then at the
Royal, a familiar haunt where she knocks back
one drink after another, sometimes with her best
friend Marie-Jeanne. And then a sudden accident
brings Luc into the bar, and Rose decides to give
love one last chance.
D.Gray-man, Vol. 27 - Katsura Hoshino
2021-07-06
In the present, using a powerful technique to
escape from his former comrades in the Black
Order, Allen winds up taking himself and his
surly frenemy Yu Kanda to Edinstown, England,
where the story of Allen began. After sending a
golem to find their allies General Tiedoll and
Johnny Gill, Allen and Yu are confronted by a
swarm of their long-time enemies, the akuma. In
the past, the strange tale of Allen begins to
unfold... -- VIZ Media
Locke & Key: Grindhouse - Joe Hill 2012
This is the blood-splashed, bare-knuckled Locke
& Key standalone story you've been waiting for!
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In the glare of a Depression-era summer, three
Canuck gangsters pull the heist of their dreams
and take off for the perfect hiding spot... an
isolated mansion.
How to Draw the Human Figure - Mark Bergin
2009
"The How to Draw" series takes a highly visual
and practical approach to drawing. It helps
readers learn how to draw the human body in
various sitting, standing and active positions.
The titles feature step-by-step instructions for
each art project. Duotone line illustrations
highlight each step. Different drawing materials
are used, including pencil, pen, crayon, paints
and charcoal, with clear instructions for each.
The series covers a comprehensive range of
rudimentary techniques - with sections on
materials, composition and perspective.
Last Man: The Stranger - Bastien Vivès
2015-03-31
The Games are already underway when Richard
Aldana arrives in town. This mysterious stranger
seems to have more in common with our world
than the world where the Games are held. He
smokes cigarettes and wears a leather jacket
while everyone else in this medieval realm is
casting spells and weaving tapestries. Nobody
knows what to make of him, but when Aldana
enrolls in the games he quickly becomes a top
contender. Eschewing magic and using only his
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martial arts prowess, Aldana also befriends and
protects a small boy for reasons as mysterious as
his origins. Who will win the games? Who is
Richard Aldana, really? And what is the ultimate
purpose of this gruelling gladiatorial contest?
With its intricate fantasy setting and heartpounding action sequences, Last Man has
become the smash hit comics series in France.
Combining compelling character-driven
storytelling with fast-paced adventure, Last Man
is an addictive series with a cliffhanger at the
end of each volume that leaves readers panting
for more.
Sykes - Pierre Dubois 2017-12-13
From the very first moment he meets "Sentence"
Sykes, young Jim Starret instantly recognizes a
legend of the Old West, just like in the comic
books he learned to read with. But his new hero
is nowhere to be seen when the fearsome
Clayton gang murders his mother before his very
eyes. From that moment on, the now-orphaned
Jim becomes obsessed with a sole objective:
joining Sykes to track down his mother's killers.
But what he doesn't yet realize is that legends of
the Old West are forged by their demons.
The Ghost and The Lady - Kazuhiro Fujita
2016
Livres hebdo - 2009-11
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